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TBL SWAP MEET RETURNS TO
THE LOADING DOCK ON APRIL7

Cover photo: This photo was
taken at our swap meet from
last november at the Loading
Dock. Photo courtesy of Shaune
wollmershauser. Our next one is
April 7, 2013

Letter From The Publisher
By Jim Furey
I had started talking about the contributions of various people
to the success of the magazine, then the last couple of months
I got away from that. There are still some people to be
recognized, and I should mention that what I have written
has been in no particular order.
This month I thank Kathy and Mike Haverstick for their
contributions. Kathy is listed as a salesperson, but she is so
much more. She organizes events, writes stories and takes
photos as well. Kathy has been a tireless worker for the

magazine since the first day she came on board. If you are
wanting to advertise contact either Kathy or myself, and we
can help you grow your business. Mike is her husband and I
thank him for the many things he does to help us out. They
both have been working with us for a number of years now,
and I appreciate their assistance a lot.
The thing about all the people we have profiled so far: Killer,
Monty, Kathy and Mike, and Joy, is that they do not have to
be associated with a magazine to be important. They know
that they are somebody no matter what. That is probably
one of the things I take great pride in about myself and those
who have aided me; that they did not need to be associated
with The Biking Life Magazine to be someone. They already
knew their self worth. They are not worried
about style or cultivating a look, but rather
about a passion for riding on two wheels.
Something Joy and I share with them.
Even when Joy was suffering from pain
she thought would be exacerbated by being
on a motorcycle, and I was pretty sure
she should not be, she insisted on riding
because she shares a passion for riding on
two wheels. If you share that passion, feel
free to contact me about opportunities with
the magazine.
So it is time to get your scoot ready for
riding. Do it yourself if you are able and
have the time, or take it for service to one
of the many shops featured in these pages.
Getting maintenance taken care of now
means your bike will be ready to go when
you are. Lots of events coming up!
We will be involved in several bike nights
during the coming season. Again Geo’s
Wings will be one of our mainstays. Your
friends know this is the friendliest bike
night this side of the HardRiders or the
NOCO Riders. Come out and join us some
Thursday. We would love to meet you if it
is your first time at Geo’s. And, as usual,
we enjoy visiting with all of you we have
already met!
I am looking forward to our upcoming
swap meet on April 7 at the Loading Dock.
This promises to be our best one ever; we
will have more vendors than ever before.
See you there!
Thanks for reading and, as always, thanks
for making us part of your biking life.

hardtail humor
A friend told the blonde man: “Christmas is on a Friday
this year.” The blond man then said, “Let’s hope it’s
not the 13th.”
-----------------------------------Two blond men find three grenades, and they decide to
take them to a police station. One asked: “What if one
explodes before we get there?” The other says: “We’ll
lie and say we only found two.”
-----------------------------------A blonde man is in the bathroom and his wife shouts:
“Did you find the shampoo?” He answers, “Yes, but
I’m not sure what to do.... it’s for dry hair, and I’ve just
wet mine.”
-----------------------------A blonde man goes to the vet with his goldfish. “I think
it’s got epilepsy,” he tells the vet. The vet takes a look
and says, “It seems calm enough to me.” The blonde
man says, “Wait, I haven’t taken it out of the bowl
yet.”
-----------------------------------A blond man spies a letter lying on his doormat. It says
on the envelope “DO NOT BEND “. He spends the
next 2 hours trying to figure out how to pick it up.
-----------------------------------A blonde man was driving home, drunk as a skunk.
Suddenly he has to swerve to avoid a tree, then another, then another. A cop car pulls him over, so he tells
the cop about all the trees in the road. The cop says,
“That’s your air freshener swinging about!”
-----------------------------------A blonde man’s dog goes missing and he is frantic..
His wife says “Why don’t you put an ad in the paper?”
He does, but two weeks later the dog is still missing.
“What did you put in the paper?” his wife asks. “Here
boy!” he replies.
-----------------------------------A blond man is in jail. Guard looks in his cell and sees
him hanging by his feet. “Just WHAT are you doing?”
he asks.
“Hanging myself,” the blond replies. “It should be
around your neck” says the guard. “I tried that,” he replies, “but then I couldn’t breathe.”
-----------------------------------(This one actually makes sense.)
An Italian tourist asks a blonde man: “Why do Scuba divers always fall backwards off their boats?” To
which the blonde man replies: “If they fell forward,
they’d still be in the boat.”

There is another Bible verse that Jesus taught
in Matthew 18: 19-20, “Again I say to you that if two
of you agree on earth concerning anything that they
ask, it will be done for them by My Father in heaven.
For where two or three are gathered together in My
name, I am there in the midst of them.” This is why
we gather together for prayer at the beginning of each
riding season and each ride. We ask God for His
blessings on us, His watch over us, for safety, for a
good year and for His forgiveness when we’ve done
wrong. We accept that when we gather in prayer, God
is also there with us, among us, living is us.
We will be getting together soon for this
purpose. Won’t you join us for the annual FORR
Bike Blessing on April 21th to be held at the Grand
Slam Sports Bar & Grill, 519 Mae Ct., Fenton, MO
63026. Gates open at 12:00 noon. We look forward
Where Two or More are Gathered
to having many bikers attend the blessing this year
I read a scripture the other day and knew right at this new location which has more room and safer
away that it fit in the Biker World. In Ecclesiastes access from the road.
4:9-10 it says, “Two are better off than one, because
The gathering of two or more is also one of the
together they can work more effectively. If one falls
down, the other can help. But pity the man who underlying reasons for church services everywhere,
falls and has no one to help him up!” I have fallen whether on Wednesday, Friday, Saturday or Sundays
down many times, not just on and off the motorcycle. – to gather to worship God, spend some time with
Sometimes a friend has helped me up; I’ve also fallen Him, thank Him and receive His blessings. Spending
down when I had no friends with me and strangers time refreshing yourself with God gives you more
helped me up. But, in the same way, I have stopped benefits than can be explained in this article. If you
many times and helped a stranger. It only takes a few don’t have a church home or group of Christ-followers
to meet with, contact us or another Christian friend.
minutes to help someone in need.
Pull me aside at the Bike Blessing in April. You can
Jesus lived this principle. He always stopped call me at 314-434-2282 or e-mail me at h2osjk@
and helped people along the way. He healed the att.net; or you can contact the CMA Missouri State
sick, He fed the hungry, He changed water into wine Coordinators, Brad & Angie Barton at 573-576-8216,
at a wedding reception in order for friends not to Email: bartonscma@gmail.com; or the CMA Illinois
be embarrassed, and He never did it alone. Jesus State Coordinators who are Don and Vicky Brown,
always traveled in a group; he had two or more of 217-629-8938, vdBrown77@aol.com.
his disciples with Him at all times. Jesus taught His
disciples together, they learned together, and when
they were sent out to teach and to minister to others, Jim & Kathy Waters
they were send out in groups of two. As we ride, we Good News Riders
also like to ride in groups or with someone else. A Christian Motorcyclists Association
problem on the road is so much easier to handle when
someone else is there – maybe to ride for part or go
for a tow vehicle (maybe their cellphone isn’t dead
like yours - may be).

KITCHEN OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT - NEW MENU

disorder. This prompted her to seek
her license as a child advocate
licensed in Missouri and Illinois.
She also has training in how to
make people self-sufficient so they
do not need to be institutionalized.
Sonny and Tena are people of faith,
and this faith has helped them to see
the blessing their grandson is. But
they also understand the challenges
Autism can cause individuals and
families so this event was their
brain storm plus they see it as a way
to help others. It is folks like this
who look for ways to help others
that make this world a better place.
More recently, Tena has worked
with people with disabilities, and in 1999, she and
Sonny had a grandson, Jared, who was diagnosed
with autism. With Sonny and Tena being bikers, it is
On Saturday, April 27, we bikers have the opportunity perhaps not too surprising that Jared loves Harleys.
to have fun while supporting charities that focus on B.A.A. seems a natural extension of their combined
the fastest-growing serious developmental disability love of motorcycles, and their concern for those with
in the United States--autism and autism spectrum autism.
disorders (ASD). The Bikers Against Autism (B.A.A.)
ride begins at Ted’s Motorcycle World and ends with
a party at the Hawg Pit in Grafton, IL. The founders of
B.A.A., Sonny and Tena Albert sat down and talked
with The Biking Life recently about how they became
involved and about the upcoming event.

April Bikers Against Autism Ride
by Joy Furey

We asked Sonny and Tena what prompted their interest
in this particular charitable endeavor. Tena said she
first encountered brain disorders many years ago.
One of her cousins had seizures and attention deficit

The B.A.A. Ride has been in the works for a year,
and it promises to be an exciting and enjoyable event.
Sign-up at Ted’s is from 10-noon with kickstands up
at 12:30 pm. The band, Dirty Laundry, will provide
music during the party at the Hawg Pit. The event
will promote Autism Speaks and The National
Alliance for Autism Research with proceeds to
these organizations remaining in the metro area.
Continued on page 12

Biking Life Magazine. Bill and
Kyle Stewart of Ted’s have
provided invaluable assistance
to the intrepid couple and have
been on board since the get go.

Sponsors include Ted’s Motorcycle World, the Hawg
Pit, Scotty’s Psycho Cycles, Dirty Laundry and The

win for all involved!

With one in eighty-eight
children in the U.S. affected
by autism or an autism
spectrum disorder, almost
everyone knows someone
or some family affected by
autism. Each $10 donation
helps people you know in our
area by funding research and
providing assistance. Come
on out on April 27 and join
everyone for some fun while
supporting B.A.A. It’s a win-

St Paddy’s Day Party
March 16
8:00 PM - ????
Catfish’s Sandy Ridge
2138 Sandy Ridge Rd, Cahokia, IL
Lick of the Irish
Popsicle Contest

Erin Go Bra-less
T-Shirt Contest

Drink Specials - DJ - Tons of Fun
T-Shirt Contest
This is the area’s best St Paddy’s Party

TBL Swap Meets Always a Good Time
By Jim Furey

realizing that it is the perfect place for a swap meet.
That is what happened to me several years ago. I was
riding with Jason Cameron and some other friends and
Some things are serendipitous. An example of that we stopped at The Loading Dock. They were holding
is riding with friends and stopping somewhere and a swap meet and I instantly saw the possibility.
The Loading Dock has long been a favorite stop for
bikers riding the “River Road.” It sits right one the
river with great food and a very nice atmosphere.
They have also made some serious upgrades over the
past couple of years, so you need to check it out. At
any rate I asked the owners about the possibility and

Continued on page 16

they were open to the idea and after what happened
in Collinsville, Illinois a year earlier. I made sure the
city fathers would approve this event also and they
were very open to it.
So we launched one of the most successful swap
meets around. We welcome all to come, those that fly
colors and those who do not. The only things we ask
is no attitudes and respect for all who either vend or
attend. We think that you and our vendors should keep
more of your money so we offer the lowest admission
in the area. We also annually hold a free swap meet to
say thanks to you who come out and support us at The
Biking Life magazine.
Typically we give spots to charities and have held
50/50 raffles to benefit those charities in another way.
We do not talk a lot about charity we just do it. Our
last two TBL Swap Meets, oh and these are an arm
of The Biking Life magazine, were at Big St Charles
Harley Davidson. This was one of our annual free
swap meets and the other was this past November
at The Loading Dock. This was very well attended.
We thank all of you who support these events and we
thank our vendors like Kathy Best and Tammy who
sell some great looking items, Road Rash Design with
their fantastic jewelry and Jerry Stark who always
has a nice selection of high quality knives along with
some very cool wood plaques.
Oh here are some directions to the TBL Swap Meet,
one they are in Grafton, Illinois so if you are in
Illinois just continue up the River Road. If you live in

Missouri cross the Lewis and Clark Bridge and make
a left and enjoy the scenery as you cruise up the river
road. You can also take the Brussels ferry and the
Grafton ferry will be running again this year just not
in time for our April swap meet.
Yes in fact we are having another swap meet this
coming April 7, 2013. This will be at The Loading
Dock and promises to be our biggest and best one
ever. We have sold more vendor spots and we know
you will find just what you are looking for here. This
event will be just in time to get you all set for the
upcoming season, so bring a group of friends and
make a day of it in Grafton. We look forward to seeing
you on April 7.
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Knucklehead Through Time
By Killer Miller
Photos by Roland Hauhe

around the block.
Now, think about taking a trip on a bike that was
new when your dad (or granddad) was riding, say a
1946 knuckle head. That’s what Aaron Moore did,
Take a trip just one time, or remember a trip you have the owner of this dusty road worn knuckle that was
taken. Now, think about how hard or easy it was. A seen by everyone at the Wide Open Bike show at the
lot of that will depend on the bike, like a trip on a Family Arena in St. Charles Missouri in February.
chopper of a thousand miles may seem like an epic Aaron is from West Plains, Missouri but splits his
journey while if you were on a Goldwing it’s a ride time between there and Dallas Texas. Cool thing
thou it just wasn›t a trip it was an epic journey from
a home base in Texas to all the
farthest points on the North
American continent. He bought
the 1946 EL in 2008. He then
restored it and when that was
done he embarked on his 21,222
miles journey. The trip took him
133 days.
That’s 22,000 plus miles. Now
you might say ok well he had a
chase truck or something, well
no, just a group of likeminded
old bike freak friends who would
put him up and let him work on
the old black bike when needed
(which wasn›t much) you see
when you think about it, with the
Continued on page 20

exception of the «haul road» (think summer for the
ice road truckers) in Alaska. The roads he traveled
even the two lanes are in better shape than in 1946.
The material for the rebuilt engine is better, oil is way
better as are material for the drum brakes, and yes this
is a hand shift bike but that just means you plan your
starts and stops better that’s all.
There are people who think that this is a museum
piece as are all old bikes to be ooohed and ahhed over

well this old EL (61ci) proves
them wrong. You see you just
have to go at the speed the bike
wants and get where it wants to
get you to that day. That is all it
takes to ride long distance on a
bike like this, well that and the
ability to work on them yourself,
do your own oil changes etc. and
five months of summer vacation
to take a motorcycle version
of homers Odysseyor so Aaron
Moore says.
I say ride them don›t hide them
better on the road then in a
museum. Now get out there and
take a trip this summer and if you
think it’s hard on your bike, think
what it would have been like in 1946 or even on a 46
Killer gone riding

A brief history of The Indian Motorcycle
Sheri Wellen
The motorcycle began as a training aid to bicycle
racers. “Pacers” were able bodied cyclists riding on a
heavier and larger cycle in order to split the airstream
and decrease wind resistance for bicyclists training
for races. Unfortunately the pacers bicycles were not
designed to be aerodynamically designed and the
trainers were passing the pacers.
Carl Oscar Hedstrom an engineer and designer realized
that the heavier pacers needed to be redesigned with
a lighter, stronger frame. His first prototype was fitted
with a 1.75bhp single cylinder engine on the frame.
The pacer bike was able to stay well ahead of the
bicyclists training for races and it was well noticed by
George Hendee, who was the Lance Armstrong of his
time. It is reported that he won all but four of his 300
plus races. A humble man who claimed to be “fair” at
what he did best.

the company’s stock value. As
World War II approached and
America was being drawn into
the mix in 1917 Indian sold the
majority of its Powerplus line
to the military it left a void in
the stateside dealers inventory.
The Indian quickly lost its
top seated position to HarleyDavidson and was never able
to gain it back.
After the war ended the
company was bought and sold
several times. With each new
sale the death knell sounded.
The quality of the original
motorcycle company was
diminishing. By 1953 the
Scout had been discontinued
and the company was bankrupt by 1953.
The rights to the name “Indian” had been bought by
Brockhouse Engineering from England. The Indian
logo was stamped upon Royal Enfield motorcycles that
were made in England and then shipped to America
for customizing to be sold as “Indian motorcycles”
from 1955-1960.
Then in 1960 the name was bought by AMC of
England and the company folded by 1962. It looked
as though the Indian would never be resurrected and
would remain a thing of the past.

Enter Polaris, who is best known for ATV’s and
snowmobiles who purchased the company in 2011.
The visionaries realized that Indian motorcycles were
once the unrivaled dominance on the racetrack and
a part of American history. Indian motorcycles were
the first to introduce such things as the big twin motor,
electric starter, two speed transmission, adjustable
The two men began a partnership and started Indian front suspension, and the electric light.
Motorcycles in Springfield, Massachusetts in 1901.
Hedstrom designed and built a 400,000 sq ft factory
which was nicknamed the “Wigwam” to produce
Indian motorcycles. At the height of the company it
boasted 41,000 motorcycles built annually.
Both men ended up leaving the company rather than
fight over the Board of directors who had inflated

Friday Night
Saturday
Night
Karaoke
Nights

12796 Hwy 21
DeSoto, MO
636-586-4300
636-586-5672
Fax:
636-586-2216
March 2 Studio B. Band

March 9 Ear Candy Band & Randy Skaggs Baseball Fun Raiser
St. Pattys Party 16 & 17 Sons of Nobody 16th corned beef & cabbage music all weekend
Mar 23 American Cancer Society Benefit at 6pm with Those Guys

Mar 30 Probable Cause

---- See you at The Mule

Hall Rental Available
Cosmic Bowl Friday and Saturday Nights
Want to have some fun? Join a bowling league

American Idiocracy
by Sportster Rick
                Common sense is dead, the more I pay attention to
what’s going on today the more I’m starting to believe that it
could be too late. We could be past the point of no return. I hope
I›m wrong but we are living in a country that has completely
lost its way and has forgotten its founding principles. When our
government is giving billions of dollars in cash and weapons
to countries that burn our flag and aid those groups that would
love to see us all either bowing to them or dead while we have
thousands of people right here in our country are living on the
street, doing without the most basic things that most of us don›t
even give any thought to at all. We need to put a stop to all
this foreign aid to any one that doesn›t contribute to the best
interest of the U.S., if they’re not 100% on our side then screw
them. They don›t deserve one penny of our tax money.
Our government is doing a lot of things that just
doesn›t make any sense to anyone. They keep on and on about
this global warming bullshit when it has been proven repeatedly
that mankind has little to no effect on our climate and all this
so called proof that they keep trying shove down everybody’s
throat has been exposed as fraud. There are charges that research
data has been manipulated data to further the global warming
agenda and of course you didn›t hear one word about that from
the main stream media. All those pictures that they showed all
over the news of the melting ice caps, well what they didn›t
tell you was on the other side of the same pole the ice caps are
growing. The earth wobbles as it goes around the sun, those
melts and freezes are part of a regular cycle that has been going
on for millions of years, one volcano puts out more co2 in one
day than all of mankind has in the last 100 years and at any given
time there are probably ten of them belching something into the
sky daily somewhere in the world.
That›s another thing, why is it that the idiot politicians
in America seem to be the only ones that are really worried
about this? No one else in the world seems to concerned about it
anymore ever since it was exposed as fraud, but hey, leave to our
corrupt government to just keep pushing it, they have too much
invested in the lie to just let it go, they can make a lot of money
from taxes and fines and a number of other dirty under handed
deals they can line their pockets with. I would be willing to bet
you that all those Eskimo tribes up around northern Canada and
the pole were really hoping for global warming so they could go
outside without a coat once in a while, maybe run around naked,
think of all the real estate that would have opened up, too bad it
is all BULLSHIT.
Why can’t we solve our immigration problem, if these
so called leaders of ours had any sense at all this would be a
fairly easy problem to fix, let’s start with thinking about this,
the Soviets built a wall thru the middle of Berlin right after
WW2 and maintained it for almost 50 years and rarely did
anyone manage to escape from Soviet occupied eastern Europe
during that time but yet we can’t seem to secure our border with
Mexico, are these people just plain stupid? First, why don›t we
try enforcing the laws that we already have and start locking up
the owners of the companies that employ illegals, stop giving
welfare and drivers licenses to illegals and why is it that we

always end up giving in to these people whenever they complain
about things that are a basic part of our society like speaking and
reading English, you want to come to America then be an
American, don›t come here and expect our whole society to
change to fit you, when in Rome you do as the Romans do or get
out!!,
We need that fence, what’s the point of mopping up
the blood when you are still bleeding all over the place, close
the border, enforce the laws, stop pandering to these people just
because they see them as a voting block that can help keep the
progressive socialist party in power, as far as I›m concerned
if you are not an American citizen the constitution and the
bill of rights doesn›t apply to you and you are not entitled to
anything and you don›t deserve anything. You haven›t earned
it, become a citizen the right and legal way and that›s when
you qualify to participate in the American dream, there I said
it, if anyone is offended, too bad! I keep hearing all this talk
of amnesty, I got news for you, there is only one reason this
government is pushing that and that is because they think that
if they legalize all these people before the next election that it
will mean 11 million democrat votes to try to take control of the
congress and keep control of the senate and then our socialist
president can do whatever he wants and God help us all.
Make no mistake, we are in trouble, our economy is on the edge
of collapse, our unemployment rate has been 7.8% + for 4 years
now, the highest it’s been since the great depression. We have
our industries evacuating our country like it’s on fire because
our government is out of control and unfriendly to the people
we need to keep our country and economy running, taxes and
unions are making it difficult for any company to be profitable,
our current government hates rich people even though they are
also all rich.
Socialism is for the people not the socialist, they consider
it evil for anyone to have more than someone else no matter hard
they worked for it while the other side our society sits on their
asses and does nothing but wait for their government handout.
They don›t care about our 16 trillion dollar debt, they don›t care
about the unemployment rate, they don›t care about tax rates.
It has no effect on them, they are not part of the productive
class, they just want their free stuff, that›s how we ended up
with this president for another 4 years, the recipient class came
out in force to vote for free stuff for 4 more years.
It drives me insane to watch what’s happening, with all
the problems that we have in this country, all this government
can talk about or focus on is gun control and legalizing illegals
which ultimately would lead to them securing their places in
power, an unarmed dependent population is no threat to them,
that has been their goal for a very long time and if we don›t wake
up and get it together it is going to happen.
Everything these people do has a dark reason behind
it that only benefits them, we are just drones to them, the
unwashed masses is what they call us. I don›t know about you
but I›m not assimilating into their Utopian socialist society and
I don›t think you all will either. It’s time to stand up and take
our country back from these corrupt, so called leaders who have
such little respect or regard for us, We the people of the United
States.
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www.thebikinglife.com
Facebook The Biking Life

Upcoming Events
Weekly Events
Tuesday Bike Night the Third Tuesday of the Month at
Down on the Corner n Hwy 96 in Marcelline, IL
Tuesday Bike Night at Hick’s BBQ on South Illinois St in
Belleville, IL
Wednesdays Rock and Ride Wednesday at Charlack Pub
8334 Lackland in Overland, MO
Wednesday Shannon’s Pub Bike Night at Shannon’s in
Tilden, IL
Thursdays STUNNA Thursdays At Paradise 1, 615
Missouri St East St Louis, IL (618) 482-5578 DJ
Thursdays Bike Night at Bikers Corner at 1924 N
Vandeventer Ave in St Louis, MO
Thursdays Bike Night at Cousins Bar and Grill at 5301
Caseyville Ave in Washington Park, IL
Thursdays Hardriders call their hotline (314) 340-2000
for info
Thursdays Bike Night at Geos Wings and More on West
Main in Belleville, IL from 6:30 to 10
Thursdays Crown Royals M/C Bikers Night Out Blues
Alley 9053 Riverview St Louis
Friday Bikes, Beers and Bonfires at Chasers on Dutch
Hollow Rd. $1.50 Dom LN

Taking Applications for Summer Help

Saturday Scandalous Satrurday Bike Night at Fatboys in
DeSoto, MO

March
9 4th Annual Hartbauer/McBride Foundation Trivia
Night at Goff-Moll American Legion 7 to 10 PM
16 Bush Pilot’s St Pats Day Party at their clubhouse
Union and Central in Alton, IL
16 TBL St Paddy’s Day Party at Catfish’s Sandy Ridge in
Cahokia, IL 2138 Sandy Ridge Rd starts at 8 lots of fun
contests
24 2013 Biker Memorial Dedication at the Roxana City
Park
30 Infliction Addiction Art Show 2720 Cherokee, St
Louis from 3 to midnight

April
7 TBL Motorcycle Swap Meet at The Loading Dock in
Grafton, IL doors open at 8 AM
13 Ted’s Spring Open House sign up at Ted’s Motorcycle
World 10 to 4 in Alton, IL
14 Bootleggers Spring Run sign up at Ted’s Motorcycle
World 11 to 1 in Alton, IL
20 Trooper Kyle Deathridge Memorial Run sign up at
Ted’s Motorcycle World 9:30 to 12:30 in Alton, IL
21 ABATE Top Gun sign up at Ted’s Motorcycle World 9
to noon in Alton, IL
27 1 ST Annual Bikers Against Autism Run loook for
more info in the months ahead
28 Bush Pilots Spring Run sign up at Ted’s Motorcycle
World 11 to 1 in Alton, IL

An inkling

You will not see this month’s tattoo here
locally because the owner lives in New
York. However we caught up with him at
the Wide Open Show where he was with his
father. They share a name Patrick Lowth
as well as a passion for ink.
the Tattoo was done by Bryan Davis over
at Tower Classic Tattoo in St. Louis Missouri. He sat through the entire 3 hour
piece without a single break! Bad-Ass!
It is an original drawingby a friend, that
the artist; Bryan Davis put his own spin on
for my Son. It’s sort of a day of the dead
girl/ sugar skull! This is the third tattoo
for him, but he still needs another 130
hours or so to catch up with his old man!!

April 7, 2013

